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CURRICULCUM  VITAE
ROSHAN  DHUNJIBHOY

Born:             30th March 1931, Calcutta, British India

Parents:        Mother: Shirin Vacha, Berlin and Bombay 
Father: Col. Jal Edulji Dhunjibhoy, Psychiatrist

Schooling:     St. Joseph’s Convent, Karachi. Senior Cambridge
and Higher Certificate.

College:        Boston, USA. 
Post graduate: University of Paris (Sorbonne)
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1951 – 1958 Worked at UNESCO Radio Division, Paris,  
France.

Worked as a journalist at Agence France Press, 
France. 

Also studied Filmmaking in Paris and Rome.

1958 – 1962     Worked as a TV Producer for VPRO Holland 
and the Wereldomroep (Radio Netherlands 
International), Hilversum, Holland.

1962 – 1978      Worked  as a TV Producer/Director for German 
TV.I shot approx. 25–30 feature documentaries
in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin
America, and many short news items as well.
Specialized in political and cultural themes, I 
also produced radio programmes

1975 – 1976     Taught  Documentary film making at the Berlin 
Academy for Television and Film, Berlin.

1978 – 1981     I was sent by the Friedrich- Ebert Foundation to 
help set up the Department of Mass 
Communication at the University of the West
Indies, Mona Jamaica. I organized and taught 
documentary film making. I also acted as 
advisor to the Jamaican Broadcasting 
Corporation and helped start their Documentary 
Film Division.

1981 – 1993 Worked once again as a free lance producer for   
WDR-TV, Cologne,  Channel 2, Main, Voice of 
Germany  TV (Transtel) and Radio Bremen. 
The  films were features on the History, 

.

1981 – 1993 Political Movements and Culture of countries in 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. I also taught 
mass communication techniques in Zimbabwe, 
Sudan and Germany.

1993 – 2001      Representative/Director for Asia, then later 
South Asia of the Heinrich Boell Foundation, 
Germany. I was one of the Founder members of 
the Heinrich Boell and was on it’s Board of 
Directors from 1987 until 1991. In 1991 I was 
elected to the North- South Committee, which at 
that time regulated and guided the selection and 
funding of projects in Africa, Asia and Latin  
America . In 1993 I opened the first foreign 
office of the HBF in Lahore Pakistan. It 
supervised the whole Asian region.  Later as the 
projects multiplied, a second office was opened 
in Chiangmai to manage the S.E. Asian region. 
The office in Lahore became the regional office 
for South Asia.

2001                  Retired.

Countries visited: Afghanistan, Algeria, Albania, Angola, 
Argentine, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Belgium, 
Cambodia China, Curacao, Costa Rica, Cuba, 
Dominican Republic,  France, Guyana , 
Germany, Great Britain, India, Iran, Iraq, 
Ireland, Italy, Jordan, North Korea, South 
Korea, Lebanon, Mexico,Nepal, Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Pakistan, Philippines, Samoa, 
Spain, Sri Lanka, Syria, Former Soviet Union, 
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Yemen Former 
Yugoslavia, USA, West Indies and Vietnam.
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You, among buildings that cut down 
our elephant to size, play house – never at home.

Always the long, repeated journeys looking for 
something you’ve left behind.

When we meet, all the doors swing open 
for this is where we live; but the rooms

are empty, echo to our timid 
grown-ups voices; and this old child

who lifts a broken-toy face, is she 
you or me? Only our scars mark where we built

our personal and nursery plant. 
Still, we’ve kept the knack. I, middle-aged, fidget

with make-believe; you, homesick and not 
eager to come home, are foreign everywhere. Live European       

stay haunted by the image of 
the makeshift geography we share.

So come December, I wish you peace 
with faith in make-believe; and deck my sunny tree

with blobs of cotton-wool. Perhaps you stand 
before a frozen pane, indifferent to carols,

snow, your fir-tree; watching that large ghost, 
our elephant, lumbering by. 

By Maki Kureishi ( Roshan’s Sister)

Christmas Letter to my Sister

Each year I decorate a Christmas tree 
with trinkets from Bohri Bazaar, Germany, Japan.

You’ll send home more from China 
and Korea to please my daughter.

Each year I hang the glitter 
of our childhood up again.

It startled us – a dour 
cypress from the gardens, now enchanted.

Bearing its fragile globes and stars 
like goblin fruit. I use

A less dramatic Casurina pine, 
as you plant spices in Cologne but though

your backyard’s fertile as a flower-pot, 
they’ll not grow native; yet are native

To the private landscape where we lived, 
alien and homegrown. Often

as a Christmas treat the Raja sent 
his official elephant. We were shipwrecked on.

When the haunches rose like a tidal wave 
we learned to brace and sway. Still practiced in equipoise

I teeter safe, and braced to my uncertainties 
survive, Anglo-Indian as a dark bungalow.
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In fondest memory of our beloved Roshan,
a founder member of Lanna Dog

If only I could have called Roshan ealier….. 

I went to Ram Hospital that morning and found that Roshan had 
not had her arm operation as planned. If I had called her right 
away, she might have gone to hospital sooner and things could 
have turned out differently. It is so sad that she wanted to phone 
me, but collapsed before she finished dialing my number.  I told 
Mao and Kob to give her resuscitation...no tears at that time…and 
I continued doing what had to be done in the circumstances….. 

I met Roshan for the first time at Nienke’s kennel, when I took 
our dog, Nin, a Thai dog, to change her unruly behavior. As the 
only Thai there, I went along with the dog lover group and later 
established of a dog rescue group with Roshan and Otome.

I often told Roshan that I am not fond of dogs, but fond of her, 
and that is why I worked with her for Lanna Dog Rescue since   
its inception.  I managed to solve problems in the organization 
and some people said that I spoiled Roshan, but I was happy to  
do that, especially as she always inspired me.

She was like my mother that worried about me.   She would 
check to see if I was well when she hadn’t heard from me for 
some time. Her kindness and generosity to dogs often got her into 
trouble and once short of money. In trying to protect her from 
problems, she got angry with me once, but I only wanted to do 
what a daughter should for. 

Wilaiwan (i)
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…She told me that I was one of the main reasons why she was 
still here…….

The Lanna Dog project was initiated at Wat Pa Daeng in 2003. It 
was a lot of fun. We, 5-6 women, packed into Roshan’s little 
Mira, which was full of medicines and animal healthcare items. 
She sung happily, while catching dogs and weighing them. We 
were feminists and so happy that we shouted “Man rules the 
world, woman cares for it”.

Yin and Yang! We were twins in the eyes of the government 
officers. We joined the Livestock Department to evaluate the 
work of different municipalities on the Rabies free zone project. 
I simultaneously translated and analysed all data for Roshan and 
translated her comments to the municipalities. Everybody woke 
up after her colorful and intelligent remarks. The livestock vets 
said that Roshan was our flower decoration and we cannot go on 
without her. I felt that Roshan had the happiest time when 
joining the Livestock Team.

Roshan was a vegetarian, while the livestock men were mostly 
meat eaters. Animal welfare.. Animal welfare.. were the buzz 
words that the livestock men used to poke fun playfully at 
Roshan. Working with the Livestock Department is rather like a 
husband and wife relationship; where we cannot divorce but 
have to live together. Lannadog has established a Chiang Mai 
model of humane dog population management. Our cooperation 
project received the national first and second prizes on Rabies 
free zone competition in 2010.  Several municipalities are in line 
with the plan.

Although the project with the government was very successful, 

Wilaiwan (ii)

we have experienced hard times with a financial crisis. We have 
not been good as fund raisers, so Roshan and I both donated our 
own money in order to fulfill our needs. It was bad business 
practice when we borrowed 2 million baht from the bank to start 
building the Lanna Dog Humane Education Center. 
Nevertheless, although the Center was partially finished,  
Roshan was proud that it was respected by animal organizations 
as one of the most modern animal care operations in the way of 
its concept, implementation and management. 

We tried hard to establish humane field sterilization techniques 
by treating animals with respect and compassion. I rarely saw 
Roshan get angry, but she did when humans treated animals as 
inferior beings. Once, during field sterilization, she shouted at a 
student vet, “I want you to be a vet, not a surgeon!”

Roshan missed the recent course for preparing to die because 
she was helping Lannadog in a sales campaign to ease its 
financial crisis. She told me that she had not prepared well for 
her husband’s passing, but better later for her Pakistani dog - 
Simba. I am certain that she could prepare herself in the last 
second of her life. Her face had a peaceful smile, a sign of 
detachment from everything according to Buddhism. 

Roshan, more than anyone else, made the Buddhist concept 
clear to me. She told me that she did not believe in human 
reincarnation, but continuance in some forms of matter such as 
stone, trees or other parts of nature.  All living creatures have  
the same value and the Lord Buddha’s teaching does not 
distinguish between humans and animals, but the words living 
creatures are used. Metta and Compassion to all living creatures 
is the key in our life and that we work endlessly with the spirit

Wilaiwan (iii)
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of Ahimsa (non-violence).

I wish I could absorb and remember all things from Roshan, as 
Ananda did, one of Buddha's cousins.

Roshan, why don’t you wait for me this time?

We always agreed that a good NGO means that local 
communities will not need us in the future, and will be able to 
do the same work by themselves. Some years ago in Germany, 
Roshan was in crisis from Klebsiella Pneaunoniae infection. 
Between life and death, she told me in avid humor that she 
heard me shout angrily “you cannot die, you must stay for 
Lanna Dog.”

Roshan, why didn’t you stay this time………….

Your Wilaiwan

Note: 
For the last 2 months before she passed away, Roshan planned 
an intensive campaign to raise funds of 200,000 euro from  
abroad for this year. This would have covered all expenses 
including those for Lannadog debts, the new 5-year rent 
extension for Lanna Dog Center, opening the sterilization clinic 
for underprivileged dogs, finishing the second part of the Lanna 
Dog Center, registering Lannadog as a foundation (Lanna Dog 
Welfare Foundation), sustaining cooperation with local 
governments and utilizing stray dogs as an animal therapy. We 
planned to institutionalize our Lannadog organization as a 
model of Animal Welfare for Chiang Mai. 

How can we fulfill Roshan’s intention?

ดวยความอาลัยอยางสุดซึ้งตอคุณปาโรชานที่รัก:

ผูกอตั้งลานนาด็อกเรสคิว

ถาเพียงแตฉนัไดโทรหาคุณปาโรชานเรว็กวานี้...

ฉันไปโรงพยาบาลรามเชาวนันั้นและพบวาคุณปาโรชานไมไดรับการ

 ผาตัดแขนตามนัด ถาเพียงแตฉันโทรหาเธอในตอนนั้น เธอก็อาจมา

 โรงพยาบาลไดเรว็กวานี้และทุกอยางก็อาจออกมาตางจากที่เปนอยู มันนา 
เศรามากที่เธอตองการที่จะโทรหาฉนัแตก็ลมลงเสียกอนที่จะกดหมายเลข

 ครบ ฉันบอกเมาและกบใหปมหวัใจ และฝายปอดไปพลางกอน.....ไมม

 

ี

น้ําตาในตอนนั้น..... เพียงแตตองเดนิหนาตอและทําในสิ่งที่จะตองทําใน

 สภาวะนั้น….

ฉันรูจักคุณปาโรชานเปนครั้งแรกที่โรงเรยีนฝกสุนัขของนิ๊งเคะ  ตอนท

 

ี่

ฉันพานลิ หมาของเราไปปรับพฤติกรรมอนัไรระเบียบของเธอ ดวยความ

 ที่เปนคนไทยคนเดียว ฉันจึงถกูดึงเขากลุมรักสุนัขอยางตกกระไดพลอย

 โจนและภายหลังไดรวมกันกอตั้งกลุมทํางานชวยเหลอืสุนขัจรจัดขึ้นมา

 รวมกับคุณปาโรชานและคุณปาโอโตเม

ฉันบอกคุณปาโรชานอยูเสมอวาฉันไมใชคนรักหรอืคลั่งไคลสุนัข แตฉัน

 รักและนับถอืคุณปาโรชาน นีค่ือเหตุผลที่ฉนัรวมงานกับเธอในการกอตั้ง

 กลุมลานนาดอ็กเรสคิวตั้งแตแรกเริ่ม ฉันพยายามที่จะชวยแกปญหาท

 

ี่

ประดังเขามาในองคกร จนมบีางคนบอกวาฉันสปอยคุณปาโรชาน  แต

 



ฉันก็มีความสุขที่ไดทําเพื่อคุณปาโรชาน เพราะเธอเปนแรงบันดาลใจใน

 การทํางานใหกับฉัน

เธอเหมอืนกับเปนแมของฉันที่คอยหวงใย เธอจะคอยเช็ดดูวาฉันยังสบาย
วไิลวรรณ (i)

http://www.dlshq.org/teachings/ahimsa.htm
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ดีหรือทุกครั้งที่ฉันเงียบไปหรือเธอไมไดรับขาวคราวจากฉัน ความใจดีม

 

ี

น้ําใจที่มากลนของเธอทําใหเกิดปญหาจนกระทั่งเดือดรอนเรื่องเงินโดย 
เฉพาะเรื่องกับสุนัข ดวยความที่จะปกปองเธอจากปญหาตางๆ  ที่ประดัง    
เขามา  ครั้งหนึ่งทําใหเธอโกรธฉัน แตนั่นก็เปนเพียงสิ่งที่ฉันทําเสมือนลูก          
ที่ควรจะทํา

......เธอบอกกับฉันวา ฉันเปนหนึ่งในเหตุผลหลักที่ทําใหเธอยังอยูเมืองไทย

โครงการของลานนาด็อกเริ่มตนขึ้นที่วัดปาแดง ในป 2546 มันเปนชวงเวลา

 ที่สนุกสนาน พวกเราผูหญิง 5-6 คน นั่นอัดแนนในรถมิราคันเล็กของ    
คุณปาโรชาน ซึ่งเต็มไปดวยเวชภัณฑ และอุปกรณดูแลสุขภาพสัตว   เธอ

 รองเพลงอยางมีความสุขขณะไลจับหมามาชั่งน้ําหนัก พวกเราผูหญิงลวน   
ที่มีความสุขจนพากันตะโกนออกมา “ผูชายครองโลก ผูหญิงดูแลโลก”

หยินและหยาง.. เราสองคนเหมือนคูแฝดในสายตาของกลุมราชการ เราออก

 พื้นที่รวมกับสํานักงานปศุสัตว เพื่อประเมินองคกรปกครองทองถิ่น       
ตางๆในเรื่องการสรางพื้นที่ปลอดโรคพิษสุนัขบา ฉันแปลและวิเคราะห

 



ขอมูลสดๆใหคุณปาโรชานและแปลความคิดเห็นของเธอแกเทศบาล    
ตําบลตางๆ ทุกคนตื่นทันทีเมื่อไดฟงความคิดเห็นวิจารณที่เต็มไปดวย  
สีสรรและเฉียบคมของเธอ กลุมสัตวแพทยปศุสัตวบอกวาคุณปาโรชานเปน

 เหมือนดอกไมประดับ เราจะไปไหนโดยที่ขาดเธอไปไมได ฉันรูสึก       
วาคุณปาโรชานมีความสุขที่สุดในชวงที่ออกพื้นที่กับกลุมปศุสัตว 

คุณปาโรชานเปนมังสวิรัต ในขณะที่กลุมผูชายปศุสัตวเปนพวกกินเนื้อ... 
สวัสดิภาพสัตว..สวัสดิภาพสัตว..เปนคําที่กลุมปศุสัตวใชหยอกลอคุณปา   
โรชาน การทํางานกับปศุสัตวเปนความสัมพันธเสมือนคูสามีภรรยาที่ไม

 



สามารถจะหยารางกันได แตตองใชชีวิตรวมกัน
วิไลวรรณ (ii)

ลานนาด็อกไดเสนอโครงการควบคุมประชากรสุนัขอยางมีมนุษยธรรม 
ในรูปแบบของเชียงใหม โครงการความรวมมือกับทองถิ่นนี้ไดรับรางวัล 
ที่หนึ่งและที่สองในการประกวดการสรางพื้นที่ปลอดโรคพิษสุนัขบา

 ระดับประเทศ หลาย อบตและเทศบาลตําบลตอนนี้กําลังเริ่มเขารวมใน

 โครงการนี้

ถึงแมวาโครงการที่ไดรวมมือกับราชการจะประสบความสําเร็จอยางมาก 
เราก็ยังประสบกับชวงเวลาที่เลวรายในเรื่องของการเงิน เราไมถนัดในหา

 เงินทุน ดังนั้นเราตางตองชวยกันควักเงินสวนตัวเพื่อที่จะผลักดันใหงาน

 เดินไปไดตามที่เราตั้งใจ ถาเปนการทําธุรกิจก็นับวาลมเหลว และที่หนัก

 ที่สุดก็เมื่อเราทั้งสองไดกูเงินธนาคาร 2 ลานบาทเพื่อที่จะกอตั้งศูนยปลูก 
ฝงการเรียนรูและปลูกฝงความเมตตา  แมศูนยกอสรางเสร็จไปเพียงบาง 
สวนเนื่องจากขาดเงิน แตคุณปาโรชานภูมิใจมากที่ไดรับคําชมจากองคกร

 ชวยเหลือสัตวตางๆวาเปนศูนยดูแลสัตวที่ทันสมัยที่สุดในเรื่องแนวคิด 
การวางระบบและการจัดการ

เราพยายามอยางหนักที่จะพัฒนาและผลักดันใหเทคนิคการทําหมันภาค 
สนามเปนไปอยางมีมนุษยธรรม โดยปฏิบัติตอสัตวอยางเคารพและม

 

ี

เมตตา ฉันแทบจะไมเคยเห็นคุณปาโรชานโกรธ แตเธอก็โกรธจริงๆ ถา

 สัตวไดรับการปฏิบัติที่ต่ํากวามนุษย ครั้งหนึ่งในการทําหมันภาคสนาม 
เธอถึงกับตะโกนใสนักศึกษาวา “ฉันตองการเห็นเธอเปนสัตวแพทยไมใช

 



แคคนผาตัด !”

คุณปาโรชานยกเลิกคอรสฝกอบรมการเตรียมตัวตายที่เธอตั้งใจจะเขารวม  
เพราะเธอตองชวยลานนาด็อกรณรงคขายของเพื่อหาเงินในสภาวะท

 

ี่

ลานนาด็อกวิกฤต  เธอบอกฉันวาในชวงเวลาวาระสุดทายของสามีเธอ
วิไลวรรณ (iii)
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ไมไดเตรียมสามีของเธออยางมากพอ

 

 แตเธอดีใจที่ครั้งนี้เธอไดเตรียม 
ซิมบาหมาจากปากีสถานของเธอใหผานวาระสุดทายไปไดอยางสงบ  ฉัน

 จึงมั่นใจวาเธอเตรียมตัวไดดีในชวงวินาทีสุดทายของชีวิตเธอ ใบหนาของ 
เธอมีรอยยิ้มที่สงบ ซึ่งบงบอกวาเธอไดละทุกสิ่งแลวตามที่พุทธศาสนาได 
สอนไว

คุณปาโรชานคือคนที่ทําใหฉันไดกระจางเกี่ยวกับพุทธศาสนามากกวาคน

 อื่น เธอบอกฉันวาเธอไมเชื่อในเรื่องของการเวียนวายตายเกิดเปนมนุษย  
แตเชื่อวาเราจะคงอยูตอไปในรูปสภาวะอื่นๆ เชน หิน ตนไม อะไรที่เปน

 สวนหนึ่งของธรรมชาติ  สิ่งมีชีวิตทุกอยางมีคุณคาเทาเทียมกัน และในคํา

 สอนของพระพุทธเจาไมไดมีคําที่แบงแยกมนุษยและสัตว แตไดใชคําวา

 สิ่งมีชีวิต เมตตาและความกรุณาตอสรรพสิ่งมีชีวิตคือหลักสําคัญในการ

 ดํารงชีวิต และเราตองยึดมั่นทํางานดวยจิตใจแบบอหิงสาดวยสันติวิธี

ฉันเพียงแตหวังวาจะสามารถซึมซับและจดจําทุกอยางจากคุณปาโรชาน   
ดังพระอานนท ลูกพี่ลูกนองของพระพุทธเจา

โรชาน ทําไมเธอถึงไมรอฉันในคราวนี้

เราเห็นตรงกันเสมอวาเอนจีโอ ที่ดีคือการที่ชุมชนทองถิ่นไมตองใชเรา

 ตอไปในอนาคต และสามารถที่จะดําเนินงานแบบเดียวกันนี้ตอไปดวย

 ตนเอง สองปกอนที่เยอรมัน คุณปาโรชานปวยเปนปอดบวมอยางรุนแรง

 จากการติดเชื้อ Klebsiella Pneaunoniae ในเสี้ยววินาทีระหวางความ

 เปนกับความตายเธอไดเลาอยางติดตลกวาเธอไดยินฉันตะโกนอยางโมโหวา 
เธอยังตายไมได เธอตองอยูเพื่อลานนาด็อก !

โรชาน ทําไมเธอถึงไมอยูตอคราวนี้….

 วิไลวรรณ ของเธอ

หมายเหตุ

ในชวง 2 เดือนหลังกอนที่คุณปาโรชานจะจากไป เธอไดวางแผนอยาง

 หนักที่จะรณรงคหาทุนใหได 200,000 ยูโรจากตางประเทศในปนี้ ซึ่งจะ

 เปนเงินที่ครอบคลุมคาใชจายที่รวมไปถึงหนี้สินของลานนาด็อก  การตอ

 อายุเชาศูนย 5 ปในรอบใหม การเปดคลินิคทําหมันสําหรับสุนัขดอย

 โอกาส สรางศูนยตอใหเสร็จ การจดลงทะเบียนเปนมูลนิธิและปรับชื่อ

 ใหตรงกับวัตถุประสงคมากขึ้นคือมูลนิธิลานนาด็อกเพื่อสวัสดิภาพสัตว  
(Lanna Dog Welfare Foundation) รวมมือกับภาครัฐในทองถิ่น

 แบบยั่งยืนตอไป การใชประโยชนสุนัขจรจัดในดานการใชสัตวบําบัด 
เราวางแผนที่จะใหผลักดันใหลานนาด็อกกลายเปนสถาบันเพื่อเปน

 ตนแบบในดานสวัสดิภาพสัตวของเชียงใหม

เราจะทําใหความตั้งใจของคุณปาโรชานเปนจริงไดอยางไร ?
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Lanna Dog Lady of Chiang Mai

That is how hundreds of people in Thailand knew octogenarian 
Roshan in her last decade, this short Indian woman with white 
hair and big brown eyes clad in colourful garb from places all 
around the globe. Her avid passion for animals with 
insurmountable energy has resulted in a humane education 
awareness program that includes the compassionate sterilization 
of stray dogs from all over northern Thailand every Saturday. 
Many a stray dog, caged, wounded or lost, is able to live a 
decent life because of their champion. Tonight, hypnotized with 
shell-shock eyes, they are howling at the sky for their savoir.
At her spacious teak house, adorned with souvenirs from Asia, 
Africa, and Europe, her six dogs ran wild and free in the  
teeming tropical garden, Kim and Kwan, the two with broken 
legs hobbling along to keep up with the others to be part of the 
tail-wagging greeting committee for any guest that arrives at   
the doorstep. Every once in a while though , they all hover 
around a burial spot in the same garden, sniffing and moaning 
for Simba, their  leader with a lion’s bark who followed his 
mentor  from Pakistan to Germany to Thailand till old age 
necessitated that she lay him down in the garden for eternal 
peace. 

Yet this outspoken polyglot woman with persuasive powers was 
so much more than an animal lover…

On the veranda facing the garden, this gracious lady hosted 
numerous social evenings for fellow nomads keen to discuss 
with her the world’s latest events over a glass of wine and a 
mouthful of couscous or some other exotic vegetarian curry 
served with steaming hot chapattis. Late into the night, as the 
frogs and cicadas croaked their goodnight songs, she held court 
with friends of all nationalities  - Israelis, Indians, Thais, 
Germans, Ugandans, Norwegians, British, Americans  and

Mohezin (Mo) Tejani (i) 

Pakistanis – lamenting on the latest political boo-boo of the 
crazy world we live in during these difficult times. Helping to 
serve the guests with food and drink, Mao and Gop, her loyal 
adopted Thai family of a decade, would often eavesdrop on the 
conversations to learn about the outside world as their two 
young daughters, huddled in a corner watched in earnest at the 
multicultural scene unfolding before their eyes. 

This global teacher made sure that everyone present was more 
than welcome to feel right at home. 

Born in Calcutta, in pre-independence India to an Indian 
psychologist and a German mother of Indian origin, she studied 
theatre at university in Boston and political science at Sorbonne 
before settling in Cologne. With her German husband Regi, she 
learnt her seventh language and soon became Germany’s first 
Indian TV anchor woman. Together they roamed the world 
making documentaries on Mao Tse Tung, Kim Il Sung, the 
Shah of Iran, Jonas Savimbi of Angola, Global Drum Makers, 
and yes, even Bob Marley, who was their neighbour in Jamaica. 
In later years, when widowed, she championed the plight of the 
poor and exploited women in Baluchistan, Pakistan and then, 
with a German NGO, all over Asia. 

Brought up a Parsi in colonial India, she became an avowed 
Marxist during her filmmaking years, and in the last thirty 
decades, embraced Buddhism to find her own Bodhisattva 
salvation. Feminist at heart, empowerer of the underdog, she 
counselled numerous cross-cultural couples on love in her 
tropical garden while teaching Thai monks in English how to 
apply doctrines of the Middle Path. 

As I look back on our friendship over these last seven years, 
flashbacks of special moments keep reappearing…

Mohezin (Mo) Tejani (ii) 
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Roshan strolling with six dogs at early dawn on Canal Road to 
keep mind and body in tune with Nature… Dancing to African 
beats of King Sunny Ade while doing ballerina hoops on New 
Year’s Eve…

Spouting an impromptu epitaph for Simba as she placed a juicy 
bone and a jasmine flower on his grave…

Laughing at Bollywood movies or British Comedy shows while 
listening to Edith Piaf on the stereo…

Selling Lanna Dog Rescue T-shirts and bags at City Life and 
Niman Walking Street winter fairs….

Just last week at a Songkran party, with guests listening 
intently, you, sat serenely on a rattan chair, and elaborated on 
the Middle East revolutions this year and their impact on our 
lives. 

Sweet gypsy woman,

Who collapsed mysteriously just days after breaking up a dog 
fight in that precious garden of yours,

Know that hundreds of cyberspace messages of shock and love 
keep pouring into your email box

As the world hears of your inspiring life, your work, your 
worldwide friends and your generous nature. 

At our farewell ceremonies at Wat Pa Paeng, as the Buddhist 
monks chant for a peaceful passage of your soul into your next 
karmic life, we hold and hug you one last time before you go 
on your long journey home. 

Dhanyabad, meri bhen… Aap ko shanti bilkul milehgee.

Mohezin (Mo)  Tejani – April 28th, 2011

สุภาพสตรีแหงลานนาด็อกเชียงใหม

สุภาพสตรีชาวอินเดีย วัยแปดสิบ  ตัวเล็ก  ผมสีขาว ดวงตาโตสีน้ําตาล ท

 

ี่

สวมใสเสื้อผาสีสันสดใสที่ไดมาทั่วทุกมุมโลก นี่คือรูปรางหนาตาของโร

 ชานที่คนในเมืองไทยนับรอยๆ รูจัก  ความเมตตาตอสัตวอยางทุมเทของ

 คุณโรชานผลักดันใหเกิดใหการศึกษาเรื่องจริยธรรม   รวมถึงการทําหมัน

 สุนัขจรจัดอยางมีเมตตาทุกวันเสารในภาคเหนือของประเทศไทย  สุนัขจร

 จัด สุนัขที่ถูกกักขัง หรือสุนัขที่บาดเจ็บตางก็มีคุณภาพชีวิตที่ดี อายุยืนยาว

 ไดดวยคณะของคุณโรชาน ในค่ําคืนนี้สุนัขเหลานี้ตางจองมองบนทองฟา 
พรอมกับหอนโหยหวนใหเจานายกลับมา 

ในบานไมสักหลังใหญ เต็มไปดวยของที่ระลึกจากทวีปเอเชีย แอฟริกา 
และยุโรป สุนัข 6 ตัวของเธอวิ่งอยางอิสระอยูในสวนแบบเมืองรอน  คิม

 และขวัญ สุนัข 2 ตัวที่พิการขาหัก พยายามจะวิ่งตามตัวอื่นๆ ใหทัน เพื่อ

 พรอมใจกันแกวงหางตอนรับแขกที่มาเยี่ยมเยือนถึงประตูบาน ในบางครั้ง

 บางคราว บางตัวก็มักจะไปคุยขุดดินในสวนนี้ เพื่อดม หาซิมบาซึ่งถูกฝงไว

 



ในสวน จาฝูงซึ่งมีเสียงกังวาลเหมือนราชสีห ติดตามเจานายของมันจาก

 ปากีสถานไปเยอรมันนี แลวเมืองไทย จนกระทั่งแกและจะนอนหลับใน

 สวนแหงนี้อยางสงบตลอดไป

สุภาพสตรีที่เปดเผยและพูดไดหลายภาษา

และเต็มไปดวยพลังการโนมนาว ผูนี้เปนมากกวาคนรักสัตวทั่วไป

บนระเบียงริมสวน สุภาพสตรีสงางามผูนี้ไดใชเปนสถานที่จัดงานสังคม

 และตอนรับแขกผูมาเยือน เพื่อพูดคุยเรื่องเหตุการณลาสุดที่เกิดขึ้นในโลก 
จิบไวน รับประทานจาปาตีนึ่งรอนๆ เสิรฟพรอมกับแกงมังสวิรัติที่ทํา 

โมเฮซิน เทจานี่ (i)
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พิเศษ ในชวงเวลาค่ําคืน ทามกลางเสียงกบและคางคกที่รองระงม เธอและ

 บรรดาเพื่อนๆ จากทุกเชื้อชาติทั่วโลก อิสราเอล อินเดีย ไทย เยอรมัน อ

 

ู

กานดา นอรเวย อังกฤษ อเมริกา และปากีสถาน ตางลวนพากันหนักใจกับ

 ปญหาการเมืองปจจุบัน ที่เกิดขึ้นในโลกอันวุนวาย ในขณะที่บริการอาหาร

 และเครื่องดื่มใหกับแขกผูมาเยือน กบและเมาสามีภรรยาที่คุณโรชานรับ

 อุปการะมากวาสิบป ก็ไดมีโอกาสฟงบทสนทนาและเรียนรู เกี่ยวกับ

 สถานการณโลกภายนอก สวนลูกทั้งสองคอยสังเกตแขกจากหลากหลาย

 วัฒนธรรมจากมุมหองจนกระทั้งเวลาเลิกงาน

ปรมาจารยโลกาภิวัตน..รอบรูผูนี้จะคอยใสใจใหแนใจวาทุกคนที่มารูสึกเปน

 กันเองเสมือนอยูบานตนเอง

คุณโรชานเกิดในกัลกาตา  ในยุคกอนอินเดียไดรับเอกราชจากอังกฤษ เธอ

 เปนบุตรสาวของจิตแพทยชาวอินเดียและมารดาเยอรมันเชื้อสายอินเดีย    
เธอเรียนการแสดงที่มหาวิทยาลัยบอสตัน    และรัฐศาสตรที่มหาวิทยาลัย

 ซอรบอนน กอนที่จะมาปกหลักในเมืองโคโลญจน กับสามีชาวเยอรมัน 
“เรกี” เธอไดเรียนรูภาษาที่ 7 และไดเปนผูประกาศขาวชาวอินเดียคนแรก

 ของประเทศเยอรมันนี ทั้งสองทองไปทั่วโลก ทําสารคดีเกี่ยวกับเหมาเจอตุง 
คิมอิลซุง, พระเจาชาหแหงอิราน, โจนาส ซาวิมบิแหงแองโกลา (Jonas 
Savimbi of Angola),โกลบอลดรัมแมคเกอร(Global Drum Makers) 
และแนนอน แมกระทั่งเพื่อนบานในจาไมกา—บ็อบ มารลี่  (Bob Marley) 
ในชวงปลายชีวิต ในปทายๆ ที่เธอเปนหมายแลว  เธอประสพชัยชนะในการ

 เรียกรองใหแกผูยากไรและการถูกเอารัดเอาเปรียบของผูหญิงในบาลูจิสถาน 
ปากีสถาน รวมกับเอนจีโอจากเยอรมันนีและจากทั่วเอเชีย

เธอเติบโตมาอยางชนเผาปารซี่ (เชื้อสายเปอรเซีย) ในยุคอินเดียเปนอาณา

 นิคม เธอไดกลายเปนผูถือลัทธิมารกซในชวงที่เธอทํางานดานภาพยนตร
โมเฮซิน เทจาน

 

ี่ (ii)

และในสามทศวรรษสุดทายของชีวิตเธอ ไดรับเอาพุทธศาสนาเขามาและ

 คนพบทางสูความหลุดพน  เธอตอสูเพื่อผูหญิงดวยหัวใจ  เธอเปน

 กระบอกเสียงใหกับสุนัขที่ดอยโอกาส ผูที่เสียเปรียบในสังคม เธอให

 



คําปรึกษาคูรักตางวัฒนธรรมเปนจํานวนมากในเรื่องการใชในเรื่องความ

 รัก การใชชีวิตคูภายในสวนเมืองรอนที่บาน ขณะเดียวกันก็เปนอาจารย

 



พิเศษสอนภาษาอังกฤษพระสงฆถึงการประยุกตหลักมัชฌิมาปฏิปทา—

 ทางสายกลางของพุทธศาสนา 

ขณะที่ฉันมองยอนกลับไปถึงความสัมพันธระหวางเพื่อนของเราในชวง 7 ป

 



หลัง ภาพความทรงจําก็ปรากฏขึ้นมาเรื่อยๆ

โรชานเดินเลนพรอมกับหมา 6 ตัวเชาตรูบนถนนคันคลองเพื่อที่จะคงไวซึ่ง

 
จิตใจและรางกายใหสอดคลองกับธรรมชาติ

เตนรําในจังหวะแบบแอฟริกันของคิงซันนี่ อาเด (King Sunny Ade)  
ขณะหวงแบบบัลเลย (ballerina hoops)…ในคืนสงทายปเกา

อานคําไวอาลัยขณะที่วางกระดูกและดอกมะลิบนหลุมฝงศพของซิมบา

หัวเราะหนังบอลลีวูดหรือตลกโชวแบบอังกฤษ ขณะฟงเสียงเพลงของเอดิท 
เพียฟ (Edith Piaf) จากเครื่องเลนสเตริโอ..

ขายเสื้อยืดลานนาด็อกและกระเปาเพื่อหารายไดที่ซิตี้ไลฟแฟร และงาน   
แนป นิมมานเหมินทแฟร

เพิ่งจะอาทิตยที่แลวในงานปารตี้วันสงกรานต    ในขณะที่เพื่อนกําลังนั่งฟง

 
เธออยางตั้งใจ เธอนั่งอยางสงบนิ่งบนโซฟาหวายและวิเคราะหถึงความ

 
ซับซอนของการปฏิวัติในตะวันออกกลางในปนี้   และผลกระทบที่จะมีตอ

 
ชีวิตของพวกเรา

โมเฮซิน เทจานี่ (iii)



In the name of Phuenthai German International Organization 
(Thailandfreunde e.V.) I must say I am very shocked.

I recently thought just about Roshan when we were showing 
our wedding pictures to good friends. Also because Princess 
Maja from Germany requested to visit a street dog project. 
Unfortunately it didn't work out........

The last time I saw Roshan was a longer time ago as I had also 
lots of health troubles.

I hope that I can make it on Tuesday to the ceremony.

I just want to leave this message to show my serious 
condolences. A good friend has left.................may she rest in 
peace.

Dr. Dirk Weeber Arayatumsopon
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ในพิธีอําลา ณ วัดปาแพงนี้ ขณะที่พระสวดอุทิศสวนกุศลแกเธอ เราจับและ

 โอบกอดเธอเปนครั้งสุดทายกอนที่เธอจะเดินทางไกลกลับสูบานของเธอ

ขอบใจมากพี่สาวที่รัก ฉันแนใจวาเธอจะพบกับสุคติภพไมวาที่ไหนที่เธอ
จะไป

โมเฮซิน เทจานี่
28 เมษายน 2554



Roshan was such a beautiful person and my wife Yasmine and I 
were blessed to have spent a couple of days as her guests last 
December. I just cannot believe that our parting hugs were 
goodbyes. We will miss her so very much. Knowing Roshan's 
own deep practice of Buddhism though, she would be now 
berating us for our lack of adhering to non-attachment.

We shall light a candle for her today, for the compassion and 
humor she practiced in her daily life, for her love of orchids, for 
her commitment to helping every down trodden sentient being, 
especially the dogs in Chiang Mai, and for so much more that 
she did to make each one of our lives that little bit better and 
more enlightened.

Vijai

I am just shocked. She was so hale & hearty when we spent 
some time together in Lahore just recently. What an amazing 
person she was - a legend. I just cannot get over it. I would like 
to know what happened to her.

Hema Goonatilake

I am deeply sad.  I will think of you even I can not assist to the 
ceremony. 

Karin 
(a former colleague at Boell and later friend of Roshan) 

I too would like to thank HBF and especially Saima and the 
Lahore office for bringing her to us so recently. As a friend said 
it was as if she had come to say goodbye 

At the HBF dinner when we were all asked to say a few words 
for Roshan, I had the honor of being the first since I was the 
first in that circle to have met her in Bonn so many years ago. 
When I went back to the table where was sitting with Roshan, 
she said "what is this? it sounds like I'm dead; people only say 
these things after one's gone." I told Roshan she should be 
happy to hear all this personally as a renewal of life...she just 
laughed. She told me on another day at my home that we had 
all made her teary...quite a statement from Roshan for those 
who knew her well - her wit and (sometimes trenchant) humor; 
her ability to cut through the bs, and retain a huge wonder heart 
of humanity and animalkind I should add, will remain with us, 
as does her spirit. She was truely truely wonderful and will be 
missed sorely. 
much love to all   

Farida

I send my love for her to the Universe 

all the best 
Grazia

WHAT A SAD NEWS - she was so full of life - what a news to 
hear on Easter Sunday - I am in Canada but will be with you all 
in spirit during this time of sorrow. May God Bless Her Soul. 

Anita 
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Farewell great soul...

Indeed sad news that dear Roshan departed so suddenly from us 
all. I am an English man who met Roshan about seven years 
ago now. I saw her many times over the years. I loved the 
conversations we had because you could talk to Roshan about 
anything and her stories and anecdotes from so many travels, 
careers and adventures were always fascinating to hear about. 

After the passing of her German husband she told me she 
decided to devote herself to either helping people or animals. 
And we know what she decided in the end.

On the occasional balmy evening I had several long 
conversations with her in which she told me many things about 
her past as a young aspiring actress in America and later a 
director, journalist and film maker. I even had conversations in 
Dutch with her since she and I (Many years later) had worked 
for Radio Netherlands in Hilversum.

But most enduring for me will be those memories of her 
laughter and incisive wit and inimical charm as a soul who 
never flinched from straight forward honest observation and 
warm hearted caring for both dogs and humans...

Bless you dear Roshan for a life fully lived and the many who 
are better off for having met and known someone as 
exceptional as you.

Neville 
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So very sorry to hear about Roshan. We are away in the States 
at the moment and will not be able to attend the ceremony but 
my thoughts are with her spirit and all of you in CM.

Nargis Kelley 

I am a journalist friend of Roshan from Sri Lanka

I am deeply saddened to hear about her death.. I was her guest 
at her cosy home in Chiang Mai in 2008 April. She was a 
gracious host and a compassionate woman. I am also an animal 
lover and enjoyed the company of her army of dogs. She did a 
great service  being a mother to destitute animals.

I still recall how she showed her love and cared on the puppy 
which was with a stump of a leg.

It must be a big man now. And they all will miss her.
That was Roshan.

May she attain Nibbana

Harischandra Gunaratna
Sri Lanka 

What a dreadful news! She was so full of life! We are far away 
in Moscow, but we grieve together with you! She was our dear 
friend! 

Israel and Alice Shamir
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My goodness. How sad for all of you there in Chiang Mai. 
Roshan "was" a lovely lady whom I've known for around 
sixteen years. Lost touch when I left Thailand, but she was 
wonderful to me by taking in my two 'girl cats' after the house 
fire. She gave alot. And will be missed by me here in Montreal. 
I will light a candle and say prayers. 

Hope she went well. 

Jim Messenger

I am truly sorry. Roshan and I had such a good time together 
when i was living in CM and whenever I came back I always 
stayed with her and the dogs 

I was thinking the whole of last week of calling her. and again 
thought very much of her just last night as I was watching a 
Heinrich Boll film (As you must know, Roshan was director of 
the HB Foundation in Asia) 

Was she suffering? I had no idea. 

What is happening to the dogs? 

Is there any way I can help? 

It’s a tragedy. I knew of her through our efforts on behalf of 
stray animals in Thailand, a cause she was obviously devoted 
to and an inspirational leader in Chiang Mai. 

RIP Roshan. 

Condolences to her family and friends, 

Sherry Conisbee

Death is a Dialogue between by Emily Dickinson 

Death is a Dialogue between
The Spirit and the Dust.
"Dissolve" says Death -- The Spirit "Sir
I have another Trust" --
Death doubts it -- Argues from the Ground --
The Spirit turns away
Just laying off for evidence
An Overcoat of Clay. 

To Rochan whose spirit is with us, to funny, communicative, 
sharp, generous Rochan who loved animals and liked humans 
too.

Susanna 

Roshan was a true inspirational leader to the Chiang Mai 
animal welfare scene and I was proud to work with her in the 
past two years to improve animal welfare in northern Thailand.

I think she made a huge difference to animal welfare and that is 
one of her many legacies

David

Many of us have had similar experiences though knowing 
Roshan.  She provided us with opportunities to practice 
compassion and actually give animals a better life.  I must have 
taken 20 street dogs to be sterilized at the mobile clinics and I 
often think  of how many more dogs would be on the street if 
these 20 had been able to reproduce.  We need to make an 
effort to continue her work. 

Bonnie Brereton 
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Sometime in the late 80s early 90s, Roshan travelled to my 
home country of Belize to produce a documentary for a 
program called Weltspiegel for WDR or NDR in Germany.  
Featured in that program was a cultural group of Garifuna 
women from Dangriga most of whom have now continued their 
journeys.  I had only recently learnt of the documentary while 
doing research at York University in Canada where I met 
Professor Honor Ford Smith, a very good friend of Roshan, as 
she later explained. Though Professor Ford Smith is from 
Jamaica, she had helped to coordinate Roshan's trip to Belize 
(for the documentary).

In sharing this story, I hope to highlight how Roshan's life 
intersected with others in distant parts of the world, and how 
those lives have now been brought together, if only for a 
moment.

Goodbye, Roshan and thank you.
P A 

I share with you the pain and the memory of this extraordinary 
woman. 

She was devoted to Buddhism, and especially to goddess Tara 
and Khua Yin. She was in a way their incarnation, being 
compassionate and kind to men and animals. 

I wish she reached the place she was looking for during her 
long meditation sessions. 
Om Tare Tuttare Ture Svaha was her Tara mantra. 
Peace upone her 

Raimondo
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I am devastated. I am so sorry that I will not be able to attend 
the funeral. I will miss her so.  

A big hug. 
Steve

She was my favorite cousin. So many things to talk about. So 
much courage, such a joyous heart and so much laughter. I 
cannot think of it silenced - and can only hope from the  
unexpectedness of this news that it was not a difficult passing 
and that she has made the transition with all that positive 
energy she brought to life and to all of us. 

Those of you who met her recently were fortunate . She had 
been making and breaking her promises to come to India for 
many  years - not willing to leave her 4 legged babies - and I 
had decided to go to Thailand this year to meet her.  Too late. I 
recently completed a 3 day teaching with the Dalai Lama, 
which I wanted to share with her . Too late. I send her my 
loving prayers and will join you in  the ceremony on Monday 
in heart, mind and spirit.  

Dilnavaz Variava
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I wish I was there with you. Whenever we got together, 
Roshan's main interest was to discuss Buddhist issues with me. 
At the request of Saima, I sent the following for the Lahore 
ceremony.  

Hema



No words are needed to say how we all miss Roshan. 
I was expecting to meet her again in Chiang Mai for another 
chat and listen to her life's adventures and her outstanding 
knowledge.... 

Patrick 

Thank you for your sad information. I am sorry to read, that 
Roshan has passed away. She did a fantastic work for the dogs. 

Last time i meet her was the 5th of February this year at the 
flower festival in Chiang Mai, and she seems very happy. 

Now I am back in Denmark and can't come to the ceremony, 
even I would like to show Roshan my respect. 

We are many all over the world, who will miss her. 

I hope the work for the dogs continue as usual. 

Sten Tolderlund

I could not sleep last night thinking as to what happened to her. 
Goodness, I just cannot believe this. She was destined to have 
her last moments with her dogs. I was thinking of flying to 
Chiang Mai at least for a day - to get the visa, it takes two days 
- seems I cannot make it. I do not know what to say. Thank you 
for doing all what you did for her. 

Hema
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Roshan for us was a personality, who was dedicated in so much 
things in life. Heartfelt, intelligent and energetically she works 
on this planet to balance its power. For humans, for animals, for 
all creatures on earth. For us she is not dead. Her spirit will 
never die. Living in all of us, who build a new world, who are 
able to love, but also to think about our cosmic house. Never 
give up to discuss, to hope, to fight for peace, for social  
harmony, which is very important in our days. 

We met her some years ago in Chiang Mai, together with an old 
friend of her. She was great! Deeply impressed about her 
personality we got lots of inspirations. It s good to know that 
such spirits are living on earth! This is light! 

Silke and Jürgen

What a tragedy – if she had not had the blood problem she 
would still be with us. 

And thank you for the update on the funeral. 

All very sad – we had such a lovely morning together when she 
was here. 

Full of life and bubbling away and so looking forward to 
getting back home to her dogs. 

Keep well and thank you again, 

Ardeshir Cowasjee
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I first met Roshan Dunjiboy in approximately 2005 in Chiang 
Mai when I visited Wat Umong a buddhist temple in Chiang 
Mai where the western monk, Bhikku Nirodho (Charles) has 
made his home for many years.  Upon my arrival that day I was 
surrounded by Wat dogs, one of whom was much sicker than 
the others.  He was only 6 months old but had no hair, oozing 
sores and visible ribs.  He couldn't walk straight.

I am a dog person by heart but had, at that time, no experience 
fixing dogs like this.  I was later to learn that all he needed was 
a couple dollars worth (Thai prices) of special shampoos, some 
oral Ivermectin, worm medicine and antibiotics and, of course, 
some protein and clean drinking water.

But that day this dog looked hopeless, forlorn and about to die. 
There are plenty of dogs like this in Thailand and you always 
have to ask yourself which dogs are worth the effort, because 
too much money spent on a 'hopeless' dog is that much money 
not spent on the ones you can help.  

My Thai wife happened to have seen some flyers in Chiang Mai 
for a dog rescue group.  We called the number and got someone 
named Roshan on the phone who came out to the temple and 
helped catch the dog.  In fact, this Roshan person was there 
practically before we hung up the phone.  Roshan knew which 
vet to take him to, all the while cradling the dog in her arms. 
The dog had, as I mentioned, oozing sores and also he smelled 
terrible, but that didn't seem to bother Roshan who kept the dog 
in her arms while we waited at the vet.  

Harrell Graham (i)
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Roshan was wearing nice clothes and she got 'slimed' by the 
sore secretions.  Roshan also ended up smelling like the dog, a 
smell which I was later to come home with almost everyday 
from ministering to the dogs in my village.  But that day all I 
could think of was 'yuck"!  

That was the start of my friendship with Roshan, with whom I 
corresponded and talked over the next couple years as I started 
my own little rescue group in the Thai village where I lived.  I 
would share what I was learning with her and of course Roshan 
always had valuable things to teach about the details of caring 
for these animals who have been our companions for centuries.  
(The Nova special, "Dogs Decoded", mentions that without 
dogs we as a species may not have survived the transition from 
hunter-gatherers to agriculture because it was dogs who 
protected our herds--protein--from prey).

This encounter with Roshan and that temple dog was the 
catalyst for my spending hours everyday taking care of the dogs 
in my village, both at the temples and at the homes of the poor. 
I carried a backpack full of medicines and other things needed 
to fix them up on the spot.   I am finishing writing a "Field Care 
Manual for Dogs" which will contain just about everything the 
layperson living in a country like Thailand needs to know to fix 
up these kinds of dogs for often just a dollar or two, or even 
less.  I believe there are others like me who see those run-down 
dogs and think "gee, I wish there were something I could do" 
all the while thinking it must require hundreds of dollars.  

Harrell Graham (ii)



The "Field Care Manual for Dogs" will teach those people that 
all it often takes is a cc or less of Ivermectin squirted in milk to 
kill the mange (mites) which causes so much of the suffering in 
these dogs. 

I am sure there are others like me who have benefited through 
having known Roshan.  For one thing, because of Roshan, dogs 
are being helped who otherwise wouldn't be.  The 'ripple 
effects' of Roshan's life will continue reverberating for a long 
time to come. 

Harrell Graham (iii)

I had the pleasure to meet Roshan on a few occasions when I 
assisted with the dog and cat sterilizations that she was so  
passionate about.  While I knew Roshan only a short time, I am 
happy to have had the good fortune to meet her and witness her 
compassion for the helpless dogs and cats that abound around 
Chiang Mai. 

Roshan, may your eternal rest be peaceful.
Linda Ross

Lanna Dogs Volunteer 

Roshan had innumerable friends - both two and four-legged - 
here in Chiang Mai, and we're all going to miss her wit, 
kindness, hospitality and vivacity terribly. Looking back on the 
life she lived and the way she used it, we'll go on learning from 
her. 

Thanks, Roshan. 
John Cadet 
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A few weeks ago, my wife, another couple, and I took Roshan 
to a restaurant, to celebrate her 80th birthday. Roshan spoke to 
us at length about her visit to Pakistan and was very 
disheartened at what she saw there. Roshan was saddened by 
the events at the women’s conference and the intolerance and 
ignorance she saw there.  She also observed that young 
Pakistanis were leaving the country for their educations, and 
their families encouraged them not to return. 

Roshan has been having financial difficulties, supporting her 
dog rescue efforts in Chiang Mai, and we talked at some length 
about that. The conversation was getting heavy, so I suggested 
that if we could set up Roshan as a guru, that we could rake in 
millions of dollars to support her charitable work. We all 
agreed that the West was ready for a Zoroastrian guru, and the 
rest of us readily volunteered to be her disciples. Roshan 
decided that she would take the name “Zora” to be her new 
identity. We had great fun discussing the details of this and the 
evening ended on a jolly note. 

A few days later Roshan invited my wife and me to dinner at 
her house. There was only one other guest, an Israeli woman 
who is a close friend of Roshan’s. Roshan prepared a delicious 
dinner consisting of many Pakistani dishes. Roshan was in great 
spirits. At the end of dinner, I noted the Roshan’s housekeeper 
was not to be seen. Roshan said the housekeeper was on 
vacation and she insisted that she would handle the tall stacks 
of dirty pots and pans in the kitchen, by herself. 

David (i)
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I got a phone call from Roshan two days later and she said that 
she had broken her right arm. Apparently one of her dogs, that 
she keeps separated from the rest, escaped its cage and the rest 
of the pack attacked that dog. Roshan jumped into the fray, to 
protect the dog, and was attacked herself by the rest of them. 
Roshan fell to the ground and broke her arm. Some of the dogs 
also bit Roshan’s face and she was required to have stitches. 
Again, Roshan had been home alone at the time, and had to 
bravely face all this by herself. I asked how I could help 
Roshan, until her housekeeper returned, and Roshan shrugged it 
off saying that you were bringing her food and that she was 
quite all right on her own. This was the last I heard from  
Roshan. 

Yesterday, my wife called Roshan’s house to see how she was 
getting along. The housekeeper answered, and said the Roshan 
had died that morning in her bedroom. He said that Roshan had 
been breathing heavily and he went in to investigate. He was 
unable to revive her. Just minutes before, Roshan had been 
discussing with the housekeeper what she would like for  
breakfast. 

A few months ago I discovered a website on the Internet that 
would predict how long one should live, based upon the  
information that one provided about medical history, family 
history, and that sort of thing - http://www.livingto100.com/  
The answer for Roshan was that she would live to be 104 years 
old. She was delighted by this; and nobody doubted that it was 
likely. Usually, when friends of mine, who were of a similar 
age to Roshan’s, die, 

David (ii)

I'm not surprised and accept I it gracefully. But I had always 
thought of Roshan is being eternally young, vivacious, and 
filled with life. Her passing is like that of somebody in the 
prime of life. I am desolate. We still do not know the exact 
cause of Roshan’s death, and I suppose we will find out today. I 
suppose it was a heart attack or a stroke. 

Despite Roshan being a Parsi, I am told she will be having a 
Buddhist funeral in Chang Mai. Of course Roshan was very 
eclectic and synchronistic in her religious beliefs. Roshan had a 
deep spirituality that was not confined by the limits of any one 
religion. 

David (iii)

Yes in Pakistan all her friends will light a candle for her for me 
she was my second mother she will always be very close to my 
heart 

Sanjeevani

I am shocked to hear of Roshan passing away. As a film maker 
I had worked with her on several projects (one of them had 
brought me to your house in Bombay) and loved every moment 
being with her. As a film maker what she has done is nothing 
less than remarkable. We speak and remember her so many 
times. In fact Navina and I were giving a serious thought of 
making a film on her. The last I had spent a week with her in 
Thailand some years ago. It was so wonderful to be around her. 
Her integrity energy and warmth will be missed by all. 

I pray for her soul.                                         
Navroze
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So very sorry to hear about Roshan. We are away in the States 
at the moment and will not be able to attend the ceremony but 
my thoughts are with her spirit and all of you in CM.

Nargis Kelley 

It’s unbelievable, she was in Pakistan last month with full of 
life. I don’t know how to express my feelings, her soul left for 
new journey but she is with us. 

Rukhshanda

I had already rcd the shocking news.  She was indeed a truly 
amazing lady of grace, charm, wit and conviction. 

Tom 

Roshan and I worked together on an evaluation for a brief 
period in 2005, and her forthrightness was most helpful to me, 
given that evaluations can be "hurting" to those 
affected...Roshan advised me that what had to be said must be 
said because it was more helpful to do so.  She also had a wry 
sense of humour that was agreeably refreshing...  

Here's to Roshan! 
Jo Dongail

As I'm sure all of you, I was shocked and deeply saddened 
about this news, and only wish I was there this past year to 
have spent more time with my dear friend who not only 
enriched my life but taught me so much.   I have yet to meet a 
woman with her strength and determination to fight for what 
she believed worth fighting for with such compassion.

I remember her as on so many occasions driving around in the 
Lanna Dog Rescue truck on route to saving a dog, sitting on 
pillows in the back of the stinky pick-up listening to anecdotes 
of her life well worth a print.   I met Roshan in 2007 when she 
had already dedicated her life to saving the street dogs in 
Chiang Mai.  She was a true activist who never gave up, even 
when the volunteers dried up and she had to work alone,  long 
hours, sometimes under very uncomfortable circumstances.

Her wit, laughter and passion for life would enchant anyone.  I 
am only grateful to have had the opportunity to call such an 
exceptional human being  my friend.

She will be greatly missed.

Monika Boros
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As the tributes flow in to Roshan, who whenever I met her, 
impressed me more than any other person in Chiang Mai, I 
realize how little I and many of us knew  about her and how 
much more there is so to be told. 

In my experience of her, although she told me she had given up 
on humans, I could see that she was a Leftist in the best 
tradition. 

Ricky Ward
Chiang Mai  



At this moment of great sorrow, the best tribute we can pay our 
dearest friend Roshan is to recite from a few sutras from  
Buddhism, a philosophy she cherished and practiced. 
The Buddha's first sermon after his Enlightenment ‘Dhamma- 
cakkapavattana Sutra’ centered on the Four Noble Truths, 
which are the foundation of Buddhism. 
The First Noble Truth is the Truth of Unsatisfactoriness: 
Birth is unsatisfactoriness; 
Ageing is unsatisfactoriness, 
Illness is unsatisfactoriness; 
Death is unsatisfactoriness; 
Sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair are 
unsatisfactoriness; 
Union with what is displeasing is unsatisfactoriness; 
Separation from the loved ones is unsatisfactoriness; 
Not to get what one wants is unsatisfactoriness; 
In brief, the five aggregates subject to clinging are 
unsatisfactoriness." 
The last words of the Buddha in the ‘Parinibbana Sutra’ are as 
follows: 

“Impermanent are all component things; 
They arise and cease: 
That is their nature; 
They come into being and pass away”. 
Buddhists at a funeral simply say “Anichcha vatha sankhara” 
that is “All compounded things decay”. Roshan was 
compounded of many factors. She has “decayed”. That is the 
law that she as a Buddhist lived by. So let us say in her memory 
“Anichcha vatha sankhara”. 

Hema
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You know, I never actually met Roshan Dhunjibhoy. 

While researching about her father, Colonel Jal Dhunjibhoy, 
the psychiatrist, who was the super-intendent of the Indian 
mental hospital in Ranchi, I managed to trace Roshan in 
Chiang Mai. By all accounts, Colonel Dhunjibhoy was a 
fascinating man who lived in difficult times, and did wonderful 
things. 

In my interactions with Roshan on the e-mail over the last two 
years, I found her to be equally interesting. Her responses, as a 
warm, intelligent, honest, funny and caring person were  
delightful. 

I had planned to visit her in Thailand, but to my everlasting 
grief, I left it too late. 

I join all of you in both grieving for, and celebrating the very 
special person who was Roshan Dhunjibhoy.  

Roshan had sent me some pictures of her parents, but sadly I 
never saw any pictures of her. Could somebody please send me 
a picture of Roshan's? 

very warmly, 

Alok Sarin

I'm very sorry indeed to loose such a strong defender of our 
beloved strays. I offer all of her friends and families members 
my condolences and strength in the days ahead as well as in the 
future without her.  

Margot Homburg 
(founder of Soi Dog Foundation, Phuket) 
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I only met Roshan a couple of times, at first when I interviewed 
her for a local Chiang Mai expat newspaper. 

She was one of the finest, most caring people I've ever met, and 
the work she was doing with the street dogs here was 
innovative and so, so needed. 

I'm so sad to hear of her death, she's irreplaceable and will be 
sadly missed by her friends, both two- and four legged. 

Elena Edwards 

Roshan and I have a little plan to do a docu about the dog 
shelter. It is not done. Is there a way I can continue our 
dreamed project? I want to pursue it in the memory of her a 
kind, couragous and loving soul.

Pipope

She remains in our hearts forever till we live in this world. 
Here is her very recent picture taken in March 2011 during her 
visit to Pakistan. I hope this will fulfill your desire.     

Mazher Zaheer

I am deeply saddened to hear this news and its hard to express 
the sense of loss in words. She leaves behind some very fond 
memories, which will live on forever. Prayers for her onward 
journey. 

Raghav

I'm hoping she's flying about somewhere out there with her 
beloved Simba and other loves of her life!

We - her many friends in Pakistan will be with you in thought, 
spirit and prayer as you say good bye ....

With love and thanks

Tasnim

Maybe a bit of reggae to include in her ceremonies? 

Paul 
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I wanted to write to her friends and family to say how 
wonderful I thought Roshan was and how much I admired her 
work and how much I admired her as a wonderful human 
being.

I was lucky enough to work with her many years ago in 
Jamaica and Belize where her work helped with the formation 
of many young media workers.  She was also an inspiration to 
folks looking to find alternatives to social in equality and the 
violent legacies of colonization.

Honor Ford-Smith, PhD. 

I have only just got the news about Roshan - I have been away 
this past week.  What a shock.  She is so much a part of 'my' 
Chiang Mai and we had made plans to do things together for 
when I finally return to live there in two years.  I wish I was 
there and could come to the prayers and say a proper farewell 
together with so many of her friends.  I wish I could take one or 
two of her dogs.  It is hard to imagine Chiang Mai without 
Roshan in it... but we have our memories of a wonderful friend.  
Knowing Roshan has enriched my life. 

Om Shanti
Maggi

My sincere condolences to Roshan's family and all her friends. 
If there is solace in Roshan's untimely passing it will be that all 
the beautiful 4-legged beings will welcome her soul and be 
kept safe by Roshan's spirit.  

Farewell Roshan,  

Helen  
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Sadness , for the passing away of loved, intelligent and vibrant 
Roshan.  Comfort, for the certainty her consciousness is on the 
way to a higher and better realm than this mundane one. 

Hope our suffering for the lost of a loved one will be overcame. 
And let our goods memories of Roshan to bring back the 
happiness we found while with her with admiration, another 
lucky friend. 

Roshan was such a beautiful, warm and gracious person. I am 
very grateful for the wonderful days and evenings we spent in 
her company. She will be deeply missed by everyone,  
including the dogs she loved so much. 

Inderjeet Mani

I did know know Roshan, but a very good friend of mine from 
England, Sam, lives in her garden. Sam was very ill some 
months ago and flew to UK for a major operation. I was  
involved by e-mail with two of Sam's friends in Chiang Mai,; 
Roshan was one. Even though not knowing Roshan, I am  
deeply touched by the depth and warmth of the many emails 

I have been copied into. Sam is on her was back to Chiang Mai 
as I write this and I am forwarding the messages to her email 
address as I am certain she would want to share in them. 
Roshan must have been a truly wonderful and loving person. I 
feel it would have been an honor and privilege to have known 
her. 

My best wishes to everyone. 
Dave 
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I was doing a column on soi dogs for Chiang Mai City Life 
magazine and that is how I met Roshan. I was describing how 
so many foreigners here are terrified of the dogs and yell and 
throw stones and sicks at them.  Roshan said, "You know what 
I do? I call out 'Hey beautiful', and they're my friends from then 
on." 

Chiang Mai has lost a good and kind person and we will miss 
her. 

Hugh Leong

I met Roshan in 1966, when I was 14, during one unforgettable 
summer at Clara and Pavel Thalmann's place in Nice; together 
with Reggie and his daughters. Our families quickly became 
friends, and Roshan remained my close friend all my life, even 
while drifting out of each other's sight, sometimes for years. 
You could give her a ring on Ehrenfeldgürtel in Cologne or just 
drop by, and spend an afternoon in their lovely garden, and 
return inspired by her liveliness and political spark. So would 
she show up in Berlin when work took her here, and spend an 
evening with us. 

Roshan helped me along my career: When I first took up 
Sinology at the Free University, she, my Mom and I once went 
to a Chinese restaurant in Berlin and when the food arrived, she 
told the waiter to take away my knife and fork and said: You 
want to study Chinese? Then learn to eat with chopsticks! 

She was such a happy Mensch, and she'll always stay in my 
heart. 

Ruth from Berlin 

Thank you Roshan,  

You were a rare and colorful sample of mankind who enjoyed a 
delicious natural fragrance of humanity.

One of these Beings of Light that seldom come close... 

A Great Woman who shared with us your profound vision of 
loving kindness for which you were standing as brave as a 
warrior. 

I will remember you as the incarnation of the goddess Uma, 
Quan Yin or Tara ,or the three of them together. 

You had an incredible sense of humor, loved wine, cheese, and 
enjoyed partying as well as serious conversations, and you 
were vegetarian because you did not want to kill our animal 
friends! 

We would like to remain in your warm light of compassion... 
but we already are: 

You show us how to embrace every aspect of life completely 
and totally, because the meaning of life is not about what we 
want or even what we wish, but more about what we do or 
what we give.

We need to jump in the situation, not try to avoid it. 

I can't say that I miss you because I am so grateful to have 
crossed your path, even for a short moment. 

You are a Great Master of mine. 

May we open ourselves to your blessings. 

I hope that you will remain for all of us, a source of profound 
inspiration for a very long time. 

Jean-Pascal 
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It is indeed a very very sad occasion that our dearest Roshan 
passed away . she was like a mother to me we lived in the same 
house for 9 years . She gave me strength inspiration courage . 
What I and our office is today is because of her. 

Everyone has a story to tell about her and we can go on but at 
the moment our solidarity for a great woman who lived 
gracefully and died also gracefully . 

All my fondest memories of her 
Saima Jasam

How beautifully, Carina, you have captured in description the 
soul of dear Roshan! How beautifully you described the  
circumference and path toward her recent liberation. I also feel, 
as you surmise, that she is amongst us now. It feels as though 
the bubble is burst and we are in a greater universe for having 
come close to such a special, indomitable soul... One who, in 
the end, is found to have lived her life perfectly before being 
taken mercifully, quick as Mercury...  

Neville Powis

Roshan, 

I had two mothers in my life, 
The One who gave me birth and my Mother Earth. 
When you were speaking, it was like if my Mother Earth was 
speaking 
Who will speak for her now? 

Jorge Rocha 
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We grieve for Roshan Dhunjibhoy

Obituary 

Unexpected for all of us Roshan Dhunjibhoy passed away on 
April 24th 2011 in Chiang Mai, Thailand. We grieve for an 
outstanding personality, journalist and former colleague. Only 
on March 30th this year she celebrated her 80th birthday: vital, 
full of life and intellect. 

For many years Roshan devoted her life to being an engaged 
journalist. Her career as a documentary filmmaker and 
journalist for various German broadcasting stations was 
exceptional. In the 1960’s Roshan Dhunjibhoy was the Indian 
face in German TV. She was a pioneer and role model for 
many young women in Germany. Her appearances in Werner 
Höfers “Internationaler Frühschoppen”are legend. 

She was a fascinating political personality – like hardly any 
other woman she was able to introduce political, cultural and 
religious interests and views of the Third World into German 
and international debates. She was a cosmopolitan – born and 
raised in South Asia, educated in the US and France, she lived 
and worked in Germany. As a journalist, documentary 
filmmaker and office director of Heinrich Böll Stiftung, she 
traveled more than 50 countries. 

It meant enrichment and honor for the newly founded Heinrich 
Böll Stiftung in Cologne that Roshan decided to actively  
support the set-up of the foundation

Barbara Unmüßig Britta Petersen Jost Pachaly (i)
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– in the beginning voluntarily and then full- time. In 1993 she 
returned to her South Asian roots and established the first 
office of the foundation abroad in Lahore, Pakistan with all her 
passion and professionalism. She laid the foundation for the 
South Asian and Southeast Asian activities of the young 
Heinrich Böll Stiftung and headed the office until her 
retirement in 2001. 

Politically she focused on social and international justice. Her 
thinking and engagement were always guided by fighting 
injustice and arbitrariness. She was especially concerned about 
the protection and preservation of cultural and religious 
diversity. This year in March she actively participated in the 
conference “Gender, Religion and Politics”, organized by 
Heinrich Böll Stiftung in Lahore. She was widely respected and 
esteemed by Muslims, Buddhists and Christians alike. Roshan 
– a Buddhist herself – was an exceptional mediator between 
different cultures and religions. We will very much miss her in 
this regard. After her retirement she moved to Chiang Mai in 
the north of Thailand. She dedicated her time there to animal 
protection and founded a new animal protection organization 
(www.lannadog.net). 

Whatever she did – her documentaries for the “Weltspiegel”, 
her work as a journalist teacher in Jamaica, her appearances in 
the “Internationaler Frühschoppen“ and her engagement as 
Director of Heinrich Böll Stiftung – she did it with passion, 
tolerance, humor and wit. This is what she was loved, esteemed 
and respected for. 
. 

Barbara Unmüßig Britta Petersen Jost Pachaly (ii) 
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I am deeply saddened by the news that Roshan has passed.  

I met her in Thailand about 8 years ago. During my year there, 

I got to know her. She was, and I want to say is, because her 
presence is still with all who knew her, a woman of clarity and 
compassion, creativity and wisdom and beauty. We shared 
common ground on social and international justice issues.  

I'm grateful that our paths crossed.  

Love to her family and friends,  
Jane Kalmakoff

Roshan Dhunjibhoy’s family - who has our heartfelt sympathy 
- suffers a big loss. Roshan will also be missed deeply by us 
and her numerous friends all over the world. 

The Heinrich Böll Stiftung will miss her as a political 
discussion partner, role model, guide and friend. 

We honor Roshan with deep gratitude and love. 

Barbara Unmüßig Britta Petersen Jost Pachaly (iii) 



Aah, Roshan Dhunjibhoy

There she goes, youthful Roshan, the fighter for those in need, 
a passionate defender of the abused and forgotten.  It hurts so 
much to let her go, so fast, the grand dame, from our 
commonly days.  Yesterday, she was out and about, working to 
abolish abusive schemes, and today we gather in large to veil 
her violent passing. We talked, last time about becoming a  
kernel –remember? - after taking off once that hour would 
come. Next thing I know is that, all of a sudden and without 
prior notice, she departed to the unknown. Sincere condolences 
to families and beloved, may she rest in peace. 

Witty Roshan was at home in many countries, and Thailand 
was only the latest one. Sporting feminist wisdom and a 
grandiose charisma, she gained all our hearts by debating in 
Spanish, in English, in German or French – always here to 
discuss the community and the world’s needs, or find support 
for a dog’s case. A truthful fighter for the neglected, this 
mother of languages gave roof and food to many beings, thus 
helping them surmount problems arising from ignorance and 
fear. Having healed a thousand hearts, our sweet friend has 
now surrendered the aching body while her mindful soul pulled 
up and away. 

Eternal Roshan-jarn, your soul is in-grained in this place, 
inspiring the world. You stood by your word, shared minors 
and more, tackling major concerns as you stretched your wings 
to span the world. You went wide across many creatures’ cry, 
thus giving meaning to the sentient race. That is why, twinkling 
star, be assured that wherever you will dwell next, there is only 
love reaching out to your soul. I, for one, have seen your aura 
shine bright, and I shall smile when recalling that strong, 
dignified hair. 

Carina Sur Strassen (i)
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This is sanjeevani saima from lahore pakistan day before 
yesterday lahore hbs office aaid a last homage to her and read 
her old funny emails read the letter sent by najma ji which was 
the voice of all of us she lived and died gracefully she will be 
missed very deeply I am so glad to have spent some quality 
time with her last month the last time I talked to was on 30th of 
march on her 80th birthday she was a mother to me she has left 
a part of her to us and taken away some part of us in solidarity 
with all those who loved her. 

Sanjeevani

Now, you, habibti, dearest teacher of thoughts, get settled in the 
immortal domain, as also we move on, still seeking your 
presence while making our individual path towards there. With 
our souls in good care, such as is yours, we will see lighter days 
in the shade. We’ll find softer skies to cruise like you. Bound to 
meet again - perhaps in those rice fields? - we could sing in the 
wind and swing through its sound. Fly free, now, Roshan 
Dhunjibhoy, cruise those clouds, you are among us. May your 
workings be seen in many more lives to come! 

Carina Sur Strassen (ii)

I am a close friend and colleague of Roshan, she was an early 
political mentor of mine and we became colleagues later during 
our times at Boell. I try to make my way to attend the 
ceremonies on 7th and 8th. Please keep me posted. I have 
received this message only today as I was on a sailing boat with 
friends in Greece.

Love and peace to Roshan.
Heike
Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung e.V.                       Dr. Heike Löschmann



I am still trying to wrap my head around Roshan’s sudden  
departure. I saw her last in 2009 and she was in prime spirits, as 
usual. I saw her nearly every year and it had never crossed my 
mind that this would be the last time.

I have known  Roshan since a decade when she decided to 
make Chiang Mai her home. I was working for a local NGO 
then, and got to know her through my work.  I saw a bit of 
myself in her, and even though we were a generation apart, age 
was irrelevant. We were both lapsed Zoroastrians-turned- 
Buddhists, similar in our politics for social justice, spoke the 
same Asian and European languages, vegetarians, fond of 
cooking, good food and dancing, but above all, the most 
common denominator was our intense love for animals,  
especially dogs, and their welfare. I had managed to save one 
dog from dying, my lovely Emmi, and Roshan played no small 
role in the rescue operation.  I was forever indebted. 

I have such good memories of our time together: doing 
strenuous yoga sessions  where she would keep up impressively 
through all the poses with the rest of us and then, inevitably in 
the last pose of relaxation, fall fast asleep; or watching BBC 
over breakfast; or the many spirited conversations sprinkled 
with her cutting wit. I still remember that day in Chiang mai, 
when it was nearing the end of my six years in Thailand and I 
was getting ready to come back to Vancouver. On a pleasant 
day in February 2003, I was bicycling home from work. 
Roshan passed me by in her car and waved. Then, on an 
impulse, she pulled over and waited. I hurried to catch up. She 
rolled down her window and asked me how my departure was 
shaping up. And when I told her I had finished my contract, but 
had decided to spend 3 more months volunteering for the NGO 
to help them make the transition, she spontaneously offered me 
to come and stay with her, insisting that it would help me save

Zarina (i)
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on rent and provide her and the dogs company. I was so 
touched. It would be foolish to refuse such generosity. So I 
took it up and boy, did we have a blast! We had a few great 
parties, I cooked elaborate meals for delightful company, we 
were never short of fun conversations or wine, and the dogs 
were an absolute delight.  And since then, whenever I came 
back to Chiang Mai, I stayed with her, and each time, that same 
magic got recreated. I often joked with her that I should just 
give up my job in Canada and come back to CM and work with 
her at rescuing dogs. 

I sincerely hope her 6 dogs find good homes. I am a bit 
concerned. I would easily take a couple if I was back in CM. 

I am also concerned about Mau and Gop and their two 
daughters. I hope they find a home and some work soon. If 
there is a fund I can contribute to for any of this, please keep 
me posted. 

Roshan, I will miss you!!! 

I am sure you are making a safe journey, paved with many 
blessings you’ve accrued in your rich life that you shared so 
gracefully with other beings. What a spirit! 

May you be free! May you be happy! May you be peaceful! 

Zarina (ii)

I lit a candle for Roshan today. For peace. And for continuity in 
the circle of care, love and compassion that were so much a 
part of her life. 

Love 

Teena
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This is heartbreaking and so unexpected. We met her just 
recently when she came to Pakistan and we joked about how 
lovely and youthful she looked -- ready to start life all over 
again, which she is I suppose, in a manner of speaking. She was 
a warm, wonderful, unforgettable woman, and I am grateful 
that HBS brought her our way before she took her final leave. 
It's almost as if it was willed for her to come here which was 
once her home, to say goodbye to all those who loved her so 
much. 

It would be nice if one could know about her last days. 

Sadly, 

Najma Sadeque, Karachi, Pakistan 

I came into brief contact with Roshan while working on a 
consulting project for WSPA; she was very helpful.  I feel 
honored to be among her contacts, and while not intimately 
involved am pleased to remain on your list for information and 
updates as they occur. 

So sadly, often it is only when someone passes that one learns 
of the richness of their life.  So it is with me in the case of 
Roshan. 

With kind regards, and many thanks for your communications 

Carole (de Fraga) 
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กําหนดพิธีบาํเพ็ญกุศลศพ

 นางโรชาน ดันจิบอย
อายุ 80 ป

 



ณ วัดปาแพง ตําบล ชางมอย อําเภอเมือง เชียงใหม
วันพฤหัสที่ 28 เมษายน พ.ศ.
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เวลา 19.30 น พระธรรมเทศนาและสวดอภิธรรม

 
วันศุกรที่ 29 เมษายน พ.ศ.2554

 

เวลา 19.30 น พระธรรมเทศนาและสวดอภิธรรม

งดพิธีบําเพ็ญกุศลศพระหวางวันที่ 30 เมษายน-

 

6 พฤษภาคม 2554

วันเสารที่ 7 พฤษภาคม พ.ศ.
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เวลา 19.30 น พระธรรมเทศนาและสวดอภิธรรม

 
วันอาทิตยที่ 8 พฤษภาคม พ.ศ.
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เวลา 10.30 น พิธีทางศาสนา และถวายเพล

 
เวลา 12.30 น เคลื่อนศพสูสสุานวัดปาแพง

 
ประชุมเพลิง

SCHEDULE FOR THE FUNERALS OF 
ROSHAN DHUNJIBHOY

All the ceremonies will be held at 
WAT PA PHAENG,

 

CHIANG MAI

Thursday April 28th 2011

 

7:30

 

pm Buddhist Ceremony
Friday April 29th 2011

 

7:30

 

pm Buddhist Ceremony
Saturday May 7th 2011

 

7:30

 

pm Last Buddhist Ceremony
Sunday May 8th 2011

 

10:30

 

am:

 

Prayer
12:30

 

pm:

 

Cremation
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Dharma Observation of Kindness and Compassion  

in a Buddhist Ceremony for Ms. RoshanDhunjibhoy
By Maha Pad Kham Papasaro

Wat Pa Paeng, Chiang Mai
April 28, 2011

I have learned that Ms. Roshan Dhunjibhoy was a devoted 
Buddhist and she led her life by the Lord Buddha teachings 
particularly in kindness and compassion.  She was a founder 
of Lanna Dog Rescue and she took care of dogs and stray dogs 
in communities, thousands of them in Chiang Mai.

Tonight, I will preach to observe the kindness and a 
compassion of Dharma.  There is one Lord Buddha image 
called “Pang Pa Le Lai” design which is different from the 
others.  It is a design of Lord Buddha with elephant and 
monkey motif.  It is part of his life when he fled from a conflict 
in a Sangha started from a manner in using a restroom.  Lord 
Buddha spent three months in a jungle where an elephant and a 
monkey took care of him. The elephant hunted and offered 
Lord Buddha  fruits and drinking water, the money offered 
honey.  The two animals were reborn in heaven.   

In sum, compassion is the Lord Buddha teachings for human 
being to lead life among people, animal, materials and nature.  
Compassion will guide us to see good nature within a human 
being despite differences, treat animal with kindness, protect 
environment and conserve natural resources.

A person often complains that “whyis my good conduct to a 
human being never returned to me with a good result different 
from a good conduct to an animal.  A sample is dog, they act 
grateful if we treat them well”.  This is because a human being 
never expects a return from an animal but from the others.  
Whenever one treats the other well, one expects a return and is 
unsatisfied if the expectation is failed. 
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« You know, all my life, I have had the feeling that "someone" 
or "something" (I dont believe in Gods or Creators) has taken  
me by the hand and said:"You want to see the world?  
Well, here it is". Paul, I have almost seen it all: death, in many 
variations; terrible social as well as domestic violence; cruelty as 
well as bravery, idealism, love, mercy and incredible humour. 
I have been in wars and revolutions both as participant and 
observer. I have tried to understand the WHY of many things 
like fear, violence, cruelty, as well as love. Out of all this came 
the conclusion to make love and fighting injustice, the path of 
my life. As you know, I gave up journalism, at the height of my 
career and went back to my native South Asia, where I worked 
politically and socially for more than 10 years. I have been very 
fortunate to see and live through so many situations and I have 
developed a deep love for all living creatures suffering here in 
samsara. That is the basis of my personal life, my political ideas 
and my social involvement. »

Roshan Dhunjibhoy

« I must say, Asian funerals are always more cheerful than 
Whitey ones. Perhaps because we take death a little more as 
a matter of fact than the Christians, Or is it because we don’t 
have those super depressing organ chords throbbing in the 
background? I want to go out with Reggae. The Rastas dont 
recognize death and seldom go to funerals. Jah! Rastafari! »

Roshan Dhunjibhoy
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